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Defending Shelf Space | SMB CPG Guide 

Shelf space plays a key role in any CPG brand's success. But, once you've gotten 

on the shelf, you need to be able to defend your position while continuing to 

grow sales.

But, how?

The key to defending shelf space comes down to three Ps: Pricing, Packaging, 

and Placement.

Keep reading to learn how to get the most out of each P so you can not only 

defend your shelf space but increase sales and impress retailers.

(Hint: Data is key!)
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CPG pricing, or Consumer 

Packaged Goods pricing, is the 

process of setting prices for 

products sold in retailers and 

online. Essentially, it’s using the 

variety of tools at your disposal to 

pick the prices for each product to 

maximize sales and profits. It can 

be a complicated endeavor and 

requires looking at data and 

consumer trends to do effectively.

Here are the 5 most common 

CPG pricing strategies:

• Cost-based pricing

• Competitive pricing

• Penetration pricing

• Value-based pricing

• Price skimming

Since CPG products have been a 

staple of consumer culture for 

hundreds of years, a few tried and 

true pricing strategies have 

emerged. However, each has its 

own pros and cons, so it’s important 

to experiment and pick the one that 

works for your particular business. 

You also need to understand the 

small CPG landscape, so you can 

meet changing consumer trends.

P: Pricing
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CPG Pricing Best Practices

As with retail analytics best practices, it’s important to adhere to CPG pricing best practices, so you can get the biggest 

return on your investments.

Here are 4 best practices for CPG pricing:

Understand your Customers

Establishing buyer personas to segment your target 

market and gain greater insight into what they want 

and how you can help is key. Track as much data as 

possible, understand the factors that influence the 

demand of consumer goods, and use this to adjust 

your strategies to match shifting demand trends.

Look to the Competition

Paying attention to your competition’s pricing models 

and their level of success can help you better 

understand the market and consumer trends. This is 

particularly important in the modern era where brand 

loyalty is at an all-time low and consumers look to 

business transparency and pricing instead.
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CPG Pricing Best Practices

Don’t Get into Pricing Wars

While it is valuable to know what the competition is 

doing and if it’s successful, you really don’t want to 

get pulled into a price-based competition. This will 

just lead you both to undercut yourselves and miss 

out on profits. Instead, use competitors as a 

benchmark and seek to differentiate your offerings 

and maximize sales.

Build your Brand

Brands that are trusted and are known for quality can 

charge more for products than lesser-known ones. 

Invest in CPG marketing and work to meet consumer 

needs. This will set you up for long term success and let 

you set the tone for the market rather than having to 

simply react to it.

The best way to ensure you optimize your pricing is to invest in retail data analytics. By looking a POS data, shopper 

insights, markets, and competitors you can set the right price for every product and defend your shelf space.

Get the most comprehensive retail data at a price built for your budget with Byzzer, powered by NielsenIQ.

https://www.nielseniq.com/byzzer
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The key to product placement lies in shelf space optimization. That is, the 

process of identifying the best location for every SKU you have to maximize 

sales. This process ensures your sales and profits are as high as possible with 

the shelf space given to you by your retailer. It also instills in the retailer 

confidence in your brand and products as the sales figures will highlight your 

value.

Suppliers should use their own sales data, panel data, and category data to 

build a planogram that optimizes their product assortment. If you can show a 

retailer that sales in your area would increase by using your planogram, you’ll 

strengthen that relationship. This will also open the door to more shelf space 

and distribution in the future.

P: Placement
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Data and Shelf Space Optimization

Creating a planogram and optimizing your shelf space rely on your ability to access and digest a comprehensive set of 

data. To get the best results, you shouldn’t just rely on the POS sales data provided by the retailer. 

Here are just a few of the data points that can help you get the most out of your allocated shelf space:

SKU-Level Sales Data

Track each individual product sold at the retailer and 

look back at least three months. This should give you 

insight into what products are currently selling well 

and which aren’t. It will also show if there were any 

sudden spikes in demand that skewed monthly figures. 

Using this data, you can start moving products within 

the planogram to highlight stronger products and pull 

back the weak ones. You can also use this data to 

optimize your inventory to support the shift in sales.

Market/Category Data

Your own sales figures can only get you so far. You also 

need to have a better understanding of sales trends 

within your larger category and market. This includes 

information on a target market or geographic location 

and how these influence the purchasing decisions of 

your target demographics. If you can show that you’re 

outperforming in a particular area, retailers are more 

likely to put your products in a prime location. One 

important note is that this data is only available 

through a third-party company like NielsenIQ.
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Competitor Data

Like market data, competitor data sets are only 

available from third-party providers, but it offers 

tremendous upside when it comes to shelf space 

optimization. If you know the competitors on your 

shelf, their sell-through rate, and what that does for 

the retailer, you know where to strike. Highlight any 

areas where you’re outperforming the competition 

and make sure to present these to the retailer in your 

next review. You should also identify where you’re 

weaker and work to fix or remove those issues to 

keep the competitors at bay. 

Panel Data

A vital data set, but often overlooked by SMBs, comes 

in the form of panel data. This data is self-reported to 

companies like NielsenIQ by the consumers 

themselves. When paired with POS data, it gives you 

deep insight into the motivations behind shoppers’ 

habits. You might learn that moving a lower-priced 

product forward will actually increase your overall 

revenue because shoppers are concerned about 

spending. Or you might discover that you’re not 

targeting a demographic that is expressing interest in 

your products.

Data and Shelf Space Optimization
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Inventory Data

Finally, you need to have a good handle on your inventory levels and supply chain. 

You can’t optimize shelf space using products that you can’t ensure you’ll have in 

stock. Increasing sales for a short period and then letting down retailers on 

reorders is a surefire way to lose shelf space. It will also inevitably lead to retailer 

chargebacks. Look at the products you can support and make sure your demand 

and inventory forecasts are aligned. If so, you’ll be able to optimize the shelf for 

better long-term sales and strengthen your relationship with the retailer.

Data and Shelf Space Optimization

A majority of the data you need to get the best product placement can only be 

accessed through a third-party data provider. But, they aren’t all capable of 

providing up-to-date, actionable data.

Create a top-notch planogram using Byzzer, powered by NielsenIQ.

https://hubs.la/Q01ljR0L0
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CPG products have to create a positive first impression if you're going to stay on shelf. So, everything 

about the design matters!

Here are a few tips and tricks to connect with today’s consumer:

Minimalism

If there’s too much going on, the 

message can get confusing. 

When in doubt, keep the design 

simple yet bold. It needs to 

deliver the right message 

upfront. In fact, Millennials prefer 

minimalism more than other 

demographics, as evidenced by 

the uptick in minimalist brands 

like RX Bar.

Colors, Patterns, and Fonts

If you don’t know about color theory, 

now is the time to learn. For example, 

red means energy and passion (and 

hunger), while blue is calm and 

trustworthy. Understanding how 

colors influence shoppers’ moods and 

buying habits can help you connect 

with them better. Patterns and fonts 

also matter as they can create a 

balanced theme for your products.

CPG Packaging and Brand Identity

What do you want people to think of 

when they see your brand? There 

could be a massive disconnect 

between what you’re selling and 

what people are buying. Focus on 

informing the consumer about your 

product without overwhelming them 

with information. Use bold words and 

colors that can stick in the 

customer’s mind.

P: Packaging
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All research shows there is the 

potential for continued behavior 

polarization or disruption as 

consumers with different 

mindsets approach the world 

moving forward. Adapting a 

nimble mindset will ensure you 

can react quickly and effectively.

An essential component of that 

nimble mindset will be to track 

and anticipate shifting 

consumer outlooks through 

super-charged change.

Unlock Free Access to Byzzer

Investing in retail data analytics will 

allow you to better track these shifts 

and focus your efforts and money. 

With Byzzer’s reporting solutions, 

you can have all the data you need 

at your fingertips. Request a 

demo or reach out to our sales team 

today!

Or, if you aren’t quite ready to invest 

in data, sign up for a free account 

with Byzzer today!

Data is the Key to Shelf Space Defense

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnielseniq.com%2Fglobal%2Fen%2Flanding-page%2Frequest-demo%2F%3F__hstc%3D121749524.08bdcb37c78081b5e491937621a61c79.1637692640524.1659363791811.1659450472405.115%26__hssc%3D121749524.16.1659450472405%26__hsfp%3D1191625704&data=05%7C01%7Cjoshua.weatherwax%40nielseniq.com%7C0b6534bd90fc4181e9ed08da74974982%7C6ac7a1f45fb14153bb4f12d2020a1f7d%7C0%7C0%7C637950490373300140%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=NfWU9JOmhpJJNRBHFMzbzhUgvvDEI8NTHKXTaTdceXs%3D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.byzzer.ai%2F%3F__hstc%3D121749524.08bdcb37c78081b5e491937621a61c79.1637692640524.1659363791811.1659450472405.115%26__hssc%3D121749524.16.1659450472405%26__hsfp%3D1191625704%23%2Fauth%2Fsign_up&data=05%7C01%7Cjoshua.weatherwax%40nielseniq.com%7C0b6534bd90fc4181e9ed08da74974982%7C6ac7a1f45fb14153bb4f12d2020a1f7d%7C0%7C0%7C637950490373300140%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=BzRFiuHXG6YJTqPCDYA%2FuSF6UEZGttB8Cemo2iqn%2B5c%3D&reserved=0
https://hubs.la/Q01ljR0L0

